
UFO CHALLENGE 2024 

 

This challenge will be a great motivator to inspire us to finish those projects we have 

started and then hidden away.  This year there will be a quarterly due date for your UFO 

to give you time to work on those larger/stubborn projects you might have.  You choose 

the month that your project is due.  There will be a $5 entry fee for each entry form 

completed.  Entry fees will be put in the POT for a drawing at the December General 

Meeting.   Return your completed form with your entry fee to the UFO Challenge 

keeper, keeping a copy for yourself.  If you have more than four UFOs that you want to 

challenge yourself to complete, just fill out a second entry form and an additional $5.  

Depending on the due date you have indicated, your completed UFOs will be due at the 

General Meetings of March 14th, June 13th, September 12th and December 12th.  Submit 

your completed project to the UFO Challenge Keeper at the general meeting so that she 

can mark it complete. When you return complete project in, you will receive 2 chances 

to win the final POT for each UFO you complete by its due date.  You will receive 1 

chance to win if the UFO is completed by the next quarterly due date.  If you are unable 

to attend a meeting, you can send it with another member or email/text pic with 

information prior to the due date so that you will receive credit for it. 

We want you to then show your UFOs off proudly at Show & Tell.  Who knows maybe 

the UFO will even end up in the next Quilt Show.  

 

 

RULES FOR UFO CHALLENGE: 

1. A UFO is defined as a project that you have ALREADY STARTED but have NOT 

FINISHED. It does not include projects that you have not yet started.  We are not 

the quilt police, so this on the honor system.  

2. UFOs become FINISHED when they are in their final form.  For example, if a 

QUILT is entered, it must be quilted, bound, and contain a LABEL.  Quilt tops 

“only” are NOT finished.  If it does not meet the criteria, then please wait to 

declare it finished until it truly is finished.  Other fabric items must simply be in 

their final form.   

3. You must give a name to your UFO because it must be clear which item has 

been completed and able to be marked off your list as finished.  


